Breaking News!!  UL Listed Blank Tongue for Braid!

Undrilled Braid Line - Unparalleled Field Flexibility

Introduction

Our innovative UL blank tongue lug design has been expanded to our braid product line.

We love to offer a custom made braid for any application, but there are those times when a customer just needs a few braids - but not a standard drill pattern and they need it right away!

Now available is our undrilled braid line! While you may be thinking “we already had undrilled braid,” that’s true - but now the ferrules are available with the drill line indent, just like our lugs. Your customer can drill the holes they need where they need it - and if they use the guide it will be cULus Listed!

We have put 50 of each of our most popular sizes (BD, BE, BF, and BG) in stock. Other lengths are available through Focus. Get the word out to your customers and get your distributors to put some in stock! A solution for any application!

Features & Benefits

- cULus Before drilling — cULus After drilling!
- Designed for unparallel field flexibility allowing custom ferrule drilling for specific applications while maintaining UL Listing
- Undrilled seamless pure copper ferrules supplied with scored lines and ‘dimples’ at the end representing the location of the NEMA standard hole spacing
- Scored lines locate the center of ferrule and prevent the drill from walking when drilling in this area
- Flexible copper braid jumpers take up linear expansion and contraction to compensate for movement of electrical equipment and devices

* Add TN to the end of catalog number for tinplated ferrules